
SUMMARY 

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common form of supraventricular tachyarrhythmia 

for which fast, uncoordinated and ineffective hemodynamic activity of atrium is 

characteristic. AF five times increases the risk of the cerebral stroke and can cause the 

development of tachycardiomyopathy. AF is the most significant arrhythmia influencing the 

reconstruction of the cardiac muscle through the electric and structural remodeling. 

Remodeling is an extremely complex phenomenon and can take place at electrophysiological, 

biochemical, functional and structural levels. Loss of systolic function of atrium and 

pathological widening of left atrium (LA) support disorders of the blood flow in LA and 

facilitate coming into existence of thrombuses, especially in left atrium appendix (LAA), what 

it is possible to show in the transesophageal echocardiography (TEE). A development of AF 

is said to be influenced by the inflammatory process. Moreover the markers of inflammatory 

process, for example C-reactive protein (CRP), which increased level is typical for patients 

with AF even without structural heart disease coexistence, can take part in creation of 

thrombus. Another important biochemical marker is brain natriuretic peptide (BNP), which is 

universally used marker of a cardiac insufficiency, however BNP is also characteristic for 

persons with AF without features of a cardiac insufficiency, and his level is undergoing the 

normalization after restoring the sinus rhythm (SR). The increased level of fibrinogen is 

characteristic for patients with AF, what predisposes to the hypercoagulability and 

complications associated with it. One of the methods for restoring the SR is direct current 

cardioversion (DCC), it’s used in AF, atrial flutter, supraventricular and ventricular 

tachycardia. It’s often conducted according to plan, but the treatment can be made also under 

the sudden procedure, when arrhythmia results in the hemodynamic instability. After restoring 

the SR through DCC, pharmacological cardioversion or spontaneous reversion at 38-80% of 

patients have myocardial stunning of atria. It’s the state of transitional mechanical dysfunction 

of the atria at the preserved electric function. Stunning can stay from a few minutes to even 4 

weeks and it’s a factor supporting the formation of thrombus due to reduction the speed of the 

blood flow. This phenomenon is often accompanied by the so-called spontaneous 

echocardiographic contrast (SEC), which is a sign of slowing blood flow. SEC appears even 

at the 67% of patients and the thrombus creates at about 20-30 % patients with SEC. SEC is 

the state of increased thrombotic-embolic risk. About 90% of diagnosed thrombuses in 

nonvalvular AF is located in LAA. 

An atherosclerosis of arteries is a chronic inflammable-immunologic process and it’s  
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a reaction to damaging of artery’s wall. Atheromatogenesis (formation of atherosclerotic 

plaque) is a complex process in which inflammation is an important component, and 

calcification of atherosclerotic plaque is one of the most basic and common consequences. 

Atherosclerotic plaques ≥ 4 mm in the ascending aorta and the proximal segment of the aortic 

arch are the factor of high-risk vascular events, including ischemic stroke, especially when the 

plaque is without focus of calcification. The second component of the pathogenesis of 

atherosclerosis is the deterioration of the elasticity of large arteries, what is called stiffness. 

The stiffness of the aorta is a predictive factor of the mortality for cardiovascular reasons at 

patients with arterial hypertension, renal failure or diabetes mellitus. It’s a prognostic, 

independent factor of ischaemic heart disease  and cerebral stroke at healthy persons. Many 

researches prove that atherosclerotic plaques in aorta contributes to increase of the aorta’s 

stiffness. 

The aim of the study in patients with persistent AF was to assess the effect of DCC on 

selected biochemical parameters, with particular attention to indications of cardiovascular 

efficiency (BNP), myocardial damage markers (troponin, myoglobin, CK-MB), inflammatory 

markers (CRP, fibrinogen), parameters of the kynurenine system [kynurenic acid (KYNA), 3-

hydroxykynurenine (3-HKYN)] and analysis of DCC effects on echocardiographic indicators 

of construction and activity of LA, LAA and aorta. In addition, the interrelations between 

selected biochemical markers and echocardiographic parameters were analyzed. 

The examined population consist of 90 persons, 32 (35,5%) women and 58 men (64,5%). The 

age of persons in the examined group fluctuated from 40 to 86 (medium age – 65). Average 

age for the group of women is 72,5 (range of age is 55 – 86) and average age for the group of 

men is 53,5 (range of age is 40 – 85). Patients with chronic AF lasting above 48 hours were 

qualified for the examination, they were hospitalized at the Department of Cardiology of 

Medical University in Lublin in 2012-2014. The following lab tests were made: TC, LDL, 

HDL, TG, glucose, HbA1C, TSH, FT3, FT4, HGB, RBC, WBC, PLT, HCT, troponin I, 

myoglobin, CK, CK-MB, bilirubin, AST, ALT, total protein, CRP, fibrinogen, INR, APPT, 

uric acid, Hcy, creatinine, eGFR, urea, Na, K, BNP, KYNA, 3-HKYN. All patients underwent 

transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) and TEE before DDC and after restoration of SR to 

evaluate selected echocardiographic parameters. LVEDd, LVESd, IVSDd, IVSSd, PWDd, 

PWSd, Aomax, Aomin, AoIMT, LAmax, LAmin, LAwale P, LAshort, LAlong, LAcirc, LAarea, E, Eintg, Etime, 

Edcct, A, Aintg, Atime, SECLA was assessed during the TTE. Based on previous measurements 

following parameters were calculated: EDV, ESV, SV, CO, LVEF, LVFS, ASI, AD, AS, 

LAVmax, LAVI, LAEF, LAAE, LAPE, LAIE, LAFS, E/A, Eintg/Aintg. LAAshort, LAAlong, LAAcirc, 



LAAarea, LAAF, LAAFINTG, LAAB, LAABintg, SECLAA, PVS, PVSintg, PVD, PVDintg, PVDdcct, 

PVA, PVAintg, PVAtime was measured while the TEE. The results of research show essential 

statistically influence of DCC on the level of myoglobin, the measurement was made during 

the arrhythmia and directly after restoring the SR (63,8±34,8 vs 66,8±34,1). Statistical 

analysis of the troponin's level before DCC and directly after the treatment at patients 

included in the examination shows that DCC doesn't have a significant statistically influence 

on the troponin's value (0,019±0,037 vs 0,018±0,037). A statistical analysis demonstrated the 

reduction of BNP directly after DCC (295,4±257,5 vs 226,5±206,6) and showed progressive 

significant statistically reduction of BNP compared with the value during the arrhythmia 

(295,4±257,5 vs 186,5±275,0). Significant statistically decline of CRP was noticed directly 

after DCC compared with the level before DCC (7,615±17,630 vs 7,128±16,680). Making the 

assessment of the level of fibrinogen I showed that its value was significant statistically lower 

directly after DCC (3,653±0,853 vs 3,480±0,813) as well as 6-12 hours after this treatment 

compared with the initial value (3,653±0,853 vs 3,450±0,789). However the comparison of 

measurement after restoring the SR with the distant measurement doesn't show significant 

statistically difference (3,480±0,813 vs 3,450±0,789). The value of the uric acid demonstrates 

significant statistically difference  only in measurements directly after DCC and 6-12 hours 

after the effective cardioversion (6,287±1,663 vs 6,208±1,594). However restoring the SR 

doesn't influence on the value of the uric acid directly after DCC compared with the level of 

this biomarker during the arrhythmia (6,287±1,663 vs 6,304±1,743). DCC doesn't influence 

on the KYNA's (1,859±1,990 vs 1,790 ± 1,840) and 3-HKYN's value (27,096±29,919 vs 

28,911 ± 43,336), similarly their levels directly after the effective cardioversion and in the 

distant measurement after this treatment stay on the same level (KYNA: 1,790 ± 1,840 vs 

2,056± 2,891; 3-HKYN: 28,911 ± 43,336 vs 23,408±30,197).  

Results of the research show that DCC has significant statistically influence on LAmax , LAV 

and LAVI (LAV: 93,124 ± 25,8145 vs 85,743 ± 35,843; LAVI: 47,282 ± 12,285 vs 43,698 ± 

18,05303). LAAF and LAAB with their integrals before DCC different significant statistically 

compared with the results after the DCC treatment (LAAF: 39,263 ± 18,303 vs 21,881 ± 

11,576; LAAB: 49,715 ± 22,068 vs 25,336 ± 12,313; LAAFintg: 2,996 ± 1,768 vs 1,789 ± 

1,0512; LAABintg: 3,576 ± 2,483 vs 1,917 ± 1,038). However DCC doesn't influence on 

values of planimetric LAA parameters. The interrupt of the arrhythmia and the return of the 

SR are connected with an increase of SEC phenomenon visualized both in the LA and in LAA 

in the TEE examination.  



Uric acid (recognised risk factor of cardiovascular diseases and cerebral stroke) is one of 

biochemical parameters for which positive correlation with troponin before DCC was 

occurred (R=0,399; p<0,0001). Before DCC myoglobin is an only biochemical parameter 

independently correlating with BNP and shows significant statistically interdependence with 

BNP in the Spearman's test of correlation (R=0,913; p=0,042). Results of the research show 

that raised level of CRP decreases after the DCC treatment and the return of SR. Research 

proved the positive relation between: CRP and LAcirc before DCC (R=0,211; p=0,046), CRP 

and LAlong directly after DCC (R=0,238; p=0,031). CRP strongly positively correlates with 

fibrinogen before DCC (R=0,511; p=<0,001). There is the positive correlation between CRP 

and PLT before DCC (R=0,260; p=0,013). Moreover the strong positive interdependence in 

the examination between CRP and WBC before DCC (R=0,297; p=0,004) can confirm the 

suggestion that the increased level of WBC is connected with highest risk of the arrhythmia. 

The level of WBC is the independent biochemical markers associated with KYNA (R= 

0,968;p=0,025). The multiple regression analysis shows that Hcy is one of independent 

biochemical parameters which is connected with KYNA directly before DCC (R=0,968; 

p=0,048). LAVI before DCC is associated with biochemical markers such as fibrinogen 

(R=0,975; p=0,016) and 3-HKYN (R=0,975; p=0,001). Fibrinogen demonstrates positive 

correlation with SECLA before DCC (R=0,243; p=0,026). AD (R=0,852; p=0,033) and AS 

(R=0,852; p=0,011) are independent echocardiographic parameters associated with KYNA 

before DCC. Multiple regression analysis revealed LAVI as an independent factor associated 

with ASI in patients before DCC (R= 0,969; p=0,006). In addition, SECLA and LAAF 

appeared significant negative correlation in patients with AF (R=-0,454; p=<0,001). 


